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Our goal is
“Target Zero, everyone comes home safe”
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Commitment
Corporate Policy
It is the policy of Integral Containments to provide and maintain a safe and healthy work environment for all personnel. To achieve this goal, every reasonable effort shall be made to manage all
activities and programs utilizing the principles of accident and loss prevention.
We are committed to “Safety First” with proactive participation from each and every employee.
Our Occupational Health and Safety Program are extended to everyone with potential exposure
to chemical or physical hazard: including subcontractors, visitors, regulatory agency personnel, site
owners and their representatives.
All personnel are ultimately responsible for their own safety by complying with legislative, company
and industrial standards as well as prompt reporting of all unsafe acts or conditions to supervisors
for immediate action and solution requirements.
We are committed to constant and continual improvement in safety performance and management.
The success of our Occupational Health & Safety Program requires the dedication, commitment,
involvement and participation of all personnel working together to achieve our established goals.

THE 5 KEY ELEMENTS:
1. Prepare a hazard analysis with the work force with continuous involvement;
FLRA’s and JSA’s used daily with ongoing involvement with all members of our crew;

..

2. Make sure the hazard analysis are always followed in the field.
FLRA’s and JSA’s updated as tasks change during work in the field;
3. Accountability
Crews and crew members are all held accountable for their support and actions to operate in a
safe manner;
4. Senior management hands on involvement with our crew through all aspects of the work for
continued success;
5. Report and investigate any incidents that may occur to make our team stronger for the future.
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Training
Specific Safety Program
> Execution plans set with safety at the forefront
> Clear policies and procedures,
> Maintain a strong “want to do” safety culture,
> Worker BBS hazard and intervention program,
> Leading indicators-trending to prevent any incidents,
> System audits on JHA’s, JSP’s and inspections,
> Hands on management / craft interaction,
> Weekly management / client inspection and interaction job tour,
> Work plans with risk assessments and mitigation.

Training
Integral Containments recognizes that training is one of most essential elements of an effective Occupational Health and Safety Program. This policy has been developed for the purpose of ensuring
that workers have been educated and trained in conducting their work for a safe manner.

Training Policy:
All workers will be given instructions on how to perform their assigned duties safely without endangering themselves or others. New employees will be provided with an Orientation Training before/
or on their first day of work. On Site Supervisors shall go over specific safe work procedures with
workers they supervise on a project by project basis. Supervisors will also conduct daily toolbox
talks about job site issues, hazards and any specific PPE that will be required that day. Company
safety meetings will be held weekly onsite at every jobsite.

Training Details
> Formal Foreman training : Leadership for safety excellence (ACSA)
> Formal Supervisor training : Better Supervision (ACSA), Company specific supervisor training
> Job specific training : Fall Protection, Confined Space, H2S Awareness
> Hazard recognition and JHA training
> AWP operator training
> Hands on small tool training
> Safety campaigns (hand injury prevention)

Communicating safety
> Daily toolbox/tailgate talks
> Formal weekly safety meetings
> Hot topic presented to craft by supervisor
> Inter company and external “accident alerts”
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Quality
Quality Policy
Meet and Exceed Owner’s expectation and to eliminate re-work by performing work
“Right The First Time”

Quality Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s)
> Rework Cost ( Total and per Man-hour)
> Track and Trend all Incidents
> Annual Owner Evaluations
> Re-work rate <3%

Ensuring Quality
1. Supplier Audits
Annual supplier audits to ensure the quality and quantity of the products we use conform to the
strictest standards;
2. Design Software
We utilize the latest scaffold design and drafting software an AutoCAD based program, for design
and estimating;
3. STACD (stacked):
STACD is a database that tracks all hoarding.
From STACD we can accurately generate reports as to the status of any given project with man
hours and costs, actual versus estimated.
STACD also keeps us up to date with regards to maintenance and scheduled inspections of our
hoardings.

Local Commitment
Being a majority owned aboriginal based company, we are committed to improving the quality of life
for local aboriginal people.
Through our ATEP (Aboriginal Training and Employment Program) we offer local aboriginal people
including non aboriginal employees, the opportunity to train for a career in the industrial containment field.
After completing the required training and being tested, they are placed in full time employment on
one of our active job sites.
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Containment
Associations
> NAABA (Northern Alberta Aboriginal Business Association)
> Metis Association of Alberta

Containment
Different containment projects sometimes requires different containment options, for that reason we
offer a variety of options to suit the clients needs:
Shrink Wrap
Tension Enclosure System
Power Clad
Debris Netting
Inflatable Air Shelters
Reinforced Aluminium Structural Frame-PVC Covered long term and temporaty enclosure units
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SHRINK WRAP
What is Shrink Wrap?
Shrink-Wrap is a fire retardant, puncture resistant, thermo plastic film formulated with linear and
low-density, heat-sensitive resins. A proprietary blend of virgin resins and fractional melt polyethylene
results in uniform bi-axial shrinking and super strength.Shrink-Wrap shrinks 25% of its surface dimension after heating to form a drum-tight weatherproof barrier around any object, framework, scaffolding or cable system. It also contains hindered amine and ultra violet inhibitors (UVI) to protect
against sun damage and Ethyl Vinyl Acetate (EVA) to retain elasticity and to prevent brittleness from
exposure to extreme cold. The film is fire rated (NFPA 701) so burn holes will not easily propagate.

How Does Shrink Wrap Work?
Using a shrink-wrap cover at the base of the scaffolding or building structure, the wrap continues up
the face of the structure and over the top, locking onto the roof, parapet or steel beam. The ShrinkWrap is blasted with a propane flame gun shrinking and tightening wherever the flame passes over
it. Containments can be constructed with zippered access doors, hatches, inspection ports and vents
to reduce moisture build up and to accommodate negative air machines.
Shrink-Wrap containments are convenient, 100% recyclable and offer long lasting protection from
severe weather conditions. They are extremely durable and can be installed as water and airtight.
However, these applications require additional engineering and must be specified when ordering.
Should Shrink-Wrap become damaged or punctured by job site activity or vandalism it can be easily
repaired by our quick response team.

Why Use Shrink Wrap?
1. Amazingly adaptable:
Featuring the most flexible shrink wrap layout’s, we have the ability to adapt to scores of configurations and project wrap requirement’s.
2. Clean and Neat:
A clean and professional design coupled with less overhead, as well as optimized schedules, giving you
a fast paced project.
3. Easier customization:
All projects are customized to fit your project requirements using the right products and equipment
that best suits your jobsite.
4. Increased Production:
Increased productivity by removing the environmental elements from the work front.
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Containment
Tension Enclosure System
The (T.E.S.) enclosure system tarps can also be erected without scaffolding.This is done by anchoring
the tarps to tensioned 5/16” cable supports using a special connector called the EC 101, as shown
below. The T.E.S. conforms precisely to the shape of the structure with connection points engineered
to uniformly distribute the wind load. The interlocking modular panels form an integral weather seal,
which also maximizes heat retention.
Our T.E.S tarps are available with a ﬂame retardant grade material (RPE 15 FR) that meets the NFPA
701 (L) scale test method and passes the CAN/ULC S-109 test.

Power Clad System
Power Clad System is a Scrim Reinforced Fabric system with
reinforcing bands laminated on the base fabric. These bands have
Pre-punched holes or eyelets at regular intervals to allow the ties
(attachment hardware) to pass through to secure the sheet to
the scaffolding.
The Tie is an elasticized rope with two ends; at one end there is
a hook and at the other end there is a toggle.
• Available in two widths: 7’ 4” and 14’ 5”
• Roll Lengths: 136’ and 100’ respectively
• Flame Retardant
• UV Treated
• Installs both Horizontally or Vertically on scaffolding
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Inflatable Air Shelters
> Increase productivity with lower overhead costs, with our rapid deployment system
> Instant working space with a controlled environment prefect for job sites
Your Benefits:
> Custom tents are available to provide your brand identity, various shapes and sizes
> No interior columns, open floor plan design
> Highly Portable
> Quick inflation system, some in under three minutes
> Environmentally friendly : No visible scars left on the landscape after relocation of the tent setup

Inflatable Air Shelters: Features
•
•
•
•
•

Tent with air columns, covers
Zipper door ways
Windows
Air Blowers
Anchor pins

• Tie-Down ratchet Straps
• Installation and Care manual
• Storage bag

ADD-ONS
- Automatic Air Control System
- Inner wall Liner to increase R-Value
- Concrete tie-down blocks
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- Various Colors
- Floor Covering
- Air lock Entry system

Experience
Experience
> Syncrude UE1
> Syncrude SERP
> Syncrude 25-1 Rebuild
> Albian Sands Expansion
> Albian Sands PSC Winterization
> Suncor Turnarounds
> PCL Module Yard
> Kearl Lake FSU
> Shell Scotsford
> Barkerville Gold

Service Provision
How we will provide a service to you.
We pride ourselves in the way we provide our services, you can expect from us:
To work with our clients to help achieve their targets, and provide input to find the best way to
safely and most cost effective means to deliver our products
To effectively maintain schedules and help to remove road blocks when they arrive
To provide professional content to all aspects of our containments
To provide weekly, bi-weekly and monthly reports as set out in the work agreement
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Key to Success
Keys to Success
1. Weekly meeting with Owners
> Clear understanding of expectations
> Communication of the good and bad
> Alignment efforts
2. Pre-activity meetings for Major Activities
> Owner involvement
> Review of plan / requirements
3. Engineering availability

Risks & Mitigation
> Design Deliverables
> Design Growth and New Scope
> Labour Availability
> Equipment / Material Pricing and Availability
> Winter Work (Productivity issues)
> Owner Interface and Coordination

WHY USE OUR TEAM ?

> Best value due to multiple factors:
> Unmatched safety record
> “Do it right the first time” Approach
> Schedule certainty
> 30 Years experience
> Available material
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Leadership

Jim Blair - Owner/President
Jim has been in the construction industry since 1973. Jim is an Insulator by trade and is sole owner of Indian Head Contracting Ltd.
And Integral Containment Systems Inc. Jim is also an active member
of NAABA (Northern Alberta Aboriginal Business Association). Jims
proactive approach to the health and safety of the client, the work
force and the general public makes him one of the key elements in the
success of our HSE management system

Shawn Blair – Manager (Containments)
Shawn has been in the construction industry fulltime for 10 years, he
has focused this time in the containment industry. Shawn also has an
in-depth background in safety, with a Construction Safety Coordination program (COC) From BCIT and Construction Safety Officer
Program (CSO) from the Alberta Construction Safety Association.
On top of Shawn’s diverse safety background he has managed some
of the largest Containment Projects in Canada, Projects like Albian
Sands Expansion 1 ($1.2M) and Syncrude UE-1 (1.8M). Shawn believes
our “target Zero” is attainable through education and training.

Joe Handja – Consulting Engineer
Joe started his professional engineering career in Vancouver in 1973
and consequently registered in the Yukon, Alberta and Saskatchewan.
Joe completed approximately 200 projects throughout his career and
after spending 6 years in the US on various projects he decided to
semi-retire until the opportunity came to design and manage a joint
venture dairy product processing facility in China for 2.5 years. After
that Joe designed and managed the Canadian Consulate expansion in
Guangzhou China. Joes knowledge and expertise make him one of the
key members of our team.
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INTEGRAL CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS INC.
We creat variety structures for any business,
and have the ability to customize to the users
needs. All of our operation strictly conducted in
accordance with ISO 9001-2008 quality control
standards.
Liri Tents creates special and fashionable
Our reinforced
aluminum
frameexhibition,
structures
atmosphere
for any business
it's are
variety
and changeability.
You willreinforced
enjoy
covered awith
NFPA(701)
fire rated
your activities with our good service which
flame resistance
double PVC
coated
polyester
always is professional,
quick,
veracious,
individuation
and circumspect.
2 . Wall
textile ofreliable,
850 grams/M
enclosers can be
of hard PVC panels or 5 cm thick Rigid sandwich
panels.
You will have our good service which always is
professional, quick, veracious, reliable with your
individual attention to needs.
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Reinforced typical aluminium frame configuration
Party Tent Series
Small to medium series
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Medium size structureal
elements
Event Tent
Series

Some of the structual elements of our reinforced aluminium componets
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Big Tent Seriesframes
Medium size units structural

Big Tent Series

Some of the structual elements of our reinforced aluminium componets
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Medium size units structural frames
Big Tent Series
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Arcum Tent Series

Arcum frame series
Arcum Tent Series

Arcum Tent Series

Arcum Tent Series
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Curved frame series
Curved Hall Series
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Dome frame series

Dome Tent Series
Dome Tent Series

Pagoda type
Pagodaseries
Tent Series
Pagoda Tent Series

Garden Tent Series

Garden units
series
Garden Tent Series
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Hexagon structures frame series

Hexagonal Structures Tent Series

meter Decagonal
Structures Tent
Series
1616Meter
decagonal
structures
frame series
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Mixed structure frame series
Mixed Structured Tent Series
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www.integralcontainment.com

